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Task 3 Report (May 2008)

Strategic Directions
for Economic Growth

Northeast CanAm Connections:
Task 3 Report: Strategic Directions for Economic Growth
1.0.

Introduction

The Maine Department of Transportation, with the participation and collaboration of the Eastern
Canadian Provinces, the State of New York, and the Northern New England States, is leading a
study to examine the adequacy of East-West transportation connections linking points to the east,
such as Port of Halifax, to points to the west as far as Ontario via the northern New England states.
The goal of the study is to provide a comprehensive assessment of the relationship between the
sufficiency of East-West transportation infrastructure and services and economic conditions and
opportunities occurring within the North Atlantic region.
The assessment of needs and opportunities for the transportation system in the Northeast CanAm
region, previously documented in the study’s Task 2 “Interim Report” indicates that for some
users the existing system does not provide adequate access to markets both internally and
externally to the region. This inadequacy places the region at a competitive disadvantage with
other regions, in turn, by potentially suppressing trade and regional growth. Though the Northeast
CanAm Region is poised potentially to become a major gateway, that full potential is unrealized
as of yet. Weak east-west connections between the economic engines of the Upper Midwest and
Great Lakes regions and the CanAm region has impeded it’s ability to compete for a growing
share of trade generated by these powerhouses. Sluggish population, GDP . and employment
growth and institutional and operational factors also impede the CanAm Region from becoming
the great gateway that it could be.
Despite uncovering the fact that the Northeast CanAm regional economy is hindered by
insufficient transportation linkages and services as well as other competitive factors including
institutional and regulatory policies, the previous analysis identified significant opportunities for
the region to expand its role in global and regional trade. These key findings provide the basis for
developing strategic directions for future economic growth opportunities in the region as well as
recommendations for mitigating the transportation deficiencies. The purpose of the current
document is to put forth those strategic directions and to identify transportation investments
necessary to support the strategies.
The remainder of this report describes findings from the Task 3 analysis of “Strategic Directions
for Economic Growth.” It is organized as follows: Section 2 examines choices for strategic
directions (that may be pursued independently or in combination), Section 3 discusses the
transportation investments necessary to advance those strategic directions, and Section 4 provides
conclusions and discussions of next steps. Subsequent reports will present findings concerning the
costs, benefits and impacts of pursuing these strategic directions.
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2.0

Strategic Directions for Future Economic Growth Opportunities

The globalization of the world economy has had significant implications for worldwide and North
American freight transportation, as discussed in the Task 2 report on existing and expected future
conditions. Specifically, increased outsourcing of business functions and the need to access global
supply networks and markets have created far-flung supply chains for many industries.
Transportation services have a steadily more crucial role, linking distant markets, functions, and
supply sources into coherent commercial networks. The ability of a region to compete in this
global environment will hinge on its ability to efficiently accommodate these far-flung supply
chains and to take advantage of changing trade lanes, the logistics revolution, and the shift toward
a service based economy.
The tremendous growth in trade combined with the increasing service demands of shippers and
receivers, has led to a capacity deficiency in the North America’s freight transportation system. A
study conducted by the National Chamber Foundation of the US Chamber of Commerce, entitled,
“Trade and Transportation: A Study of North American Port and Intermodal Systems,” (March,
2003), projected significant constraints at key gateway ports, suggesting that 75% of the
continent’s top sixteen ports will experience capacity shortfalls by the year 2020.
Geographically, the Northeast CanAm region is poised to compete for increased trade-based
economic activity with its proximity to major economic generators including New York, Boston,
Toronto, Montreal, and its access to major trade lanes via the Suez Canal, St Lawrence Seaway,
Canadian National Railroad land bridge, and numerous commercial border crossings. Also, the
region has additional necessary elements for becoming a significant economic region and trading
block in the global context including:
•

A well educated and experienced labor force;

•

Key multi-modal assets including access to a deep water ports capable of handling the post
panamax container ships and the St. Lawrence Seaway;

•

Relatively cost competitive freight rail rates; and

•

Numerous commercial border crossings to facilitate bi-national trade.

The assessment of the global trends and the competitive attributes of the region led to the
development of strategic directions for enhancing economic growth opportunities for the region.
Six strategic directions or paths for economic growth were developed. They are listed in the box
which follows:
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Six Strategic Directions for Improving the Economy of the Northeast CanAm Region
through Transportation System Improvements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fill in the “hollow region” through intra-regional development;
Expand outward trade by positioning to take advantage of increasing global trade;
Become a trade link and transshipment point for Great Lakes to Atlantic trade;
Become a crossroads for North-South and East-West trade flows;
Capitalize on regional specialties including the energy, tourism, natural resource (for
example forest and paper products) and aircraft and automotive manufacturing sectors; and
6. Highlight the region’s potential role to address broader bi-national issues.

Although each of the strategic directions may focus on capitalizing on specific opportunities, it is
important to note that significant overlap exists. For example, developing conditions to become a
crossroad for trade will also support the expansion of outward trade and intra-regional
development. Overlap also exists in terms of the proposed investments necessary to support the
strategies as will be discussed in section 3. The remainder of this section consists of discussions
of the six strategic directions and the nature of possible economic benefits for both the US states
and Canadian provinces. Subsequent reports will evaluate and assess the likely magnitude of
actual costs and benefits associated with efforts to pursue these strategic directions.
2.1

Fill in the “Hollow Middle” through intra-regional trade and development

The relative lack of transportation infrastructure across the middle of the region was described in
the Task 2 Report, Section 4.1. This has created what we refer to as a “hollow middle” in the
region’s road and transportation networks. Exhibit 1 provides a map that illustrates this condition.
As can be seen, the region is “hollow” in terms of the lack of major east-west highways and Class
1 rail services in the center of the region.
While the region has intermodal nodes where rail and roadway meet, they are primarily in the
northern (Canadian) part of the region with very few efficient connections into the US portion of
the region. There are several short-line railroads in the region but the service levels are
significantly lower than those offered by Class 1 railroads, principally the result of low trade
volume, and the limitation of infrastructure that inhibits handling of industry-demanded weights or
speeds. The existing east-west highways and rail routes from Halifax to Ontario are circuitous
routes for products destined for many of the economic centers in and surrounding the region.
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The lack of adequate transportation infrastructure in the region’s core, and specifically the US
portion of the region, has resulted in weak internal trade connections. While there were historical
reasons why transportation networks evolved in past centuries, they are not necessarily relevant
for conditions today, where broader business markets have developed. However, the limited
internal trade connections do continue to inhibit economic growth and development in the area.
They also raise costs and reduce regional demand for freight transportation, and lead to fewer
service options for the region’s shippers; and create a less competitive environment for attracting
critical support industries to serve existing businesses. Filling in the “hollow middle” of the
region will require both infrastructure and policy considerations, which will be addressed in the
reports pertaining to subsequent tasks.

Exhibit 1: Absence of Transport Infrastructure in the Middle of the Northeast CanAm
Region
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Pursuing the strategy of addressing the road and railroad infrastructure limitations within the US
portion of the study region offers potential benefits to the project partners in terms of both
economic competitiveness and tourism development.
From the viewpoint of economic competitiveness, Maine, New York, New Hampshire and
Vermont can potentially benefit from improved and increased highway connectivity and
accessibility, which can support key industrial sectors by expanding access to parts suppliers and
customer markets, and reducing operating costs associated with serving those markets (an issue
documented in the Task 2 report, section 3.2). The Canadian provinces can also potentially
benefit from reduced barriers to trade through reductions in transportation inefficiencies and more
harmonized truck weight regulations, as well as enhanced east-west movement across the region
(from Ontario and Quebec to the Atlantic provinces). Development of the short line railroads into
a more cohesive network of through routes could serve to enhance the level of service for freight
movement right away, and possibly also serve future passenger movements. Thus, by addressing
“hollow region” transportation issues, the economic competitiveness of the region can potentially
be enhanced. This, in turn can also increase the potential for expansion in both intraregional and
external trade. Existing manufacturing industries, ranging from wood/paper products to
transportation equipment manufacturing, can all benefit from an enhanced internal transportation
network that better connects to broad supplier and customer markets.
Better east-west access to and through the region can also stimulate tourism in places that are now
difficult to access. It can also increase opportunities for tourist visits to a broader range of
destinations. Such changes could lead to an increased level of tourism by residents within the
region (whose spending then stays within the region), and it could also support longer visits and
more repeat visits by outside visitors (who bring spending money into the region). These
additional economic development opportunities are created insofar as transportation improvements
expand the set of easy-to-visit destinations that can be accessed within the region.
Increased tourism of this sort depends critically on making travel to and within the region more
convenient and affordable. As noted in the Task 2 report (Section 4.6), the importance of good
transportation access is apparent in the existing pattern of tourism, which is currently strongest at
destinations which benefit from the existing strength of north-south road access– a situation which
applies strongly for tourism destinations on the US side but also for many tourism destinations on
the Canadian side which seek to attract US visitors. More direct, discount air services between the
major population centers of the region are also needed to bring more tourist travel across the
region as well as into the region’s core. More direct air services are needed, particularly transborder flights, to support the region’s growing services sector, particularly the increasingly
significant consulting industry.
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Opportunities to link and package tourism attractions on both sides of the border (with better rail,
road, and air access) are significant. Such improvements would not only support direct and
indirect jobs in the region, but they could also support the development of second homes which, in
time, could become permanent neighborhoods and retirement communities. New residents could
also help finance improved health services, schools, and better public and private services and
facilities where needed.
2.2

Extend outward export base between US, Canada and Overseas

There are dramatic changes occurring in international trade. As discussed in the Task 2 Report
(Sections 2.1-2.2), these are most dramatically occurring in terms of trade between North America
and Asia via the Panama and Suez canals. The second strategic direction is designed to position
the region to take advantage of opportunities associated with these global trends, specifically those
associated with increases in global trade and congestion constraints that will be challenging other
key gateways to North America in future years.
Within the Northeast CanAm region, some the opportunities related to international trade are
already being pursued (as discussed in the Task 2 report, Section 4.4). A number of major
initiatives are also now underway to enhance the region’s international trade gateways, as
described below. However, in identifying opportunities and strategic directions, the ability to
develop integrated multi-modal solutions and address regulatory and political issues remain as
challenges for the future, and the Can-Am Connections project thus has a potentially important
role to play in helping to address them.
International trade initiatives being undertaken by eastern Canadian provinces and Northeast states
generally seek to support increased trade with Asia via the Atlantic route. Factors affecting
international trade via ports in these areas include: (1) increasing congestion and capacity
constraints at US west coast ports; and ( 2) the increasing size of container ships that has amplified
the importance of the Suez Canal route as a vital link between Asia and North America, as well as
a link to emerging shipping centers in India and the Middle East. Exhibit 3 displays new, growing
trade lanes via the Suez Canal to the Northeast CanAm region. Other factors of importance for
eastern Canadian and Northeast US ports are that: (3) The Panama Canal, the traditional route
from Asia to the East Coast, will still not be able to handle the extra large vessels (ELVs) currently
being built even after expansion is completed, and (4) the Port of New York and New Jersey, the
major East Coast port, is running into capacity constraints, faces heavy dredging costs and delays,
and legal and environmental struggles related to infrastructure projects that will all serve to
constrain its expansion in decades ahead.
The largest international trade development effort now underway is Canada’s “National Policy
Framework for Strategic Gateways and Corridors.” This initiative was created to advance the
competitiveness of the Canadian economy in the rapidly changing field of global commerce, and
The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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to guide investment decisions on gateways and border crossings as part of the federal
government’s long-term infrastructure plan. The framework covers road, rail, marine and air
infrastructure supported by a new Gateways and Border Crossings Fund intended to support a
more seamless trade interaction between Canada and its global partners, with improved
infrastructure at air and marine ports within the region and at strategic border crossings.
Within this overall National Policy Framework, two separate initiatives have been developed that
impact the Northeast CanAm region: the “Ontario-Québec Continental Gateway and Trade
Corridor” and the “Atlantic Gateway.” Both of these gateway initiatives seek to promote overseas
trade, as well as trade with Canada’s most important trade partner, the US. Most importantly, both
gateway initiatives stand to benefit from the development of improved flows of trade between the
Ontario-Quebec Gateway region and the Atlantic Gateway region, and the most direct land route
between them goes through Northern New England (which is sandwiched between them). As a
result, there are major opportunities for development of better linkages across US and Canadian
parts of the broad Northeast Can-Am region, which can be of benefit for both the US and
Canadian sides of the border. This creates a clear opportunity for continued growth throughout the
entire region if gateway initiatives are also supported by strategic directions for the Northeast
CanAm region, which focus on improving connections between the region’s rail, roadway and
port facilities and economic markets.

On the US side, the gateway initiatives are complemented by broad national policies supporting
international borders as well as trade corridor connections to international gateways. They include
the USDOT’s National Corridor Planning & Development Program and the Coordinated Border
Infrastructure Program (commonly known as the Borders and Corridors program), as well as the
FHWA Office of Interstate and Border Planning and the US-Canada Transportation Border
Working Group (TBWG). Currently proposed initiatives, such as the Northeast Regional
Development Commission, can further assist support for transportation-related economic
development initiatives in the Northeast US.
These promising initiatives on both sides of the border are not exclusively beneficial to the
respective initiating countries, but are complementary to each other, as they would enhance the
connectivity of the region’s gateways to the rest of the continent and beyond.
Finally, there is an international trade opportunity to exploit the existing excess capacity at the
region’s ports including Halifax and Strait of Canso in Nova Scotia; Saint John and Belledune in
New Brunswick; and Searsport in Maine. Transloading of extra large vessels (ELVs) presents one
possible strategy for increasing volumes at these ports, which have the channel depth to
accommodate ELVs. Allowing ELVs to call on these ports and transload containers to smaller
ships would then serve other ports both in and outside of the Northeast CanAm region, thus
creating viable transload services as well as ground services at these facilities. These
The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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opportunities could increase trade volumes at ports and inland port facilities in the states and
provinces throughout the region.
Exhibit 2: Potential Trade Lanes to the Northeast CanAm Region via the Suez Canal

Pursuit of this strategic direction offers benefits to the entire Northeast CanAm region. Investing
to position the region to take advantage of global trade opportunities will lead to more competitive
ports, which benefit not only the ports but also regional shippers and recipients of international
goods. In addition, it potentially opens up opportunities for other ports in the region such as
Montréal and Hamilton to form a feeder network for the ELVs that would call on the ports capable
of handling these ships.
It is critical to note that opportunities for development of expanded international trade and feeder
ground transport systems at the east coast ports cited here, as well as growth of St. Lawrence
Seaway ports and gateways in Ontario and Quebec, do not depend on some ports “stealing”
activity from other ports. The potential for increases in international trade volumes in future
decades will require a diverse set of ports supported by a strong network of road and rail
connections. Thus, there is ample opportunity for all active ports to participate in trade growth
and maintain competitiveness in the years ahead. Some of this international trade growth will
come from the ability of eastern ports to serve customers in the Great Lakes region, and some of it
will come from an increase in exports generated by growing regional businesses, as lower
transportation costs and expanded markets enhance the region’s ability to attract and grow export
industries.
The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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2.3

Become a Link/Center in the Great Lakes to Atlantic Trade

The shortest distance from the Great Lakes manufacturing region (centered around Illinois,
Michigan and Ontario) to Europe is via the Northeast CanAm region. Yet the region’s current
freight markets, as discussed in the Task 2 report (Section 4.2), serve only a small part of this
freight flow. Other than bulk trade moving via the St. Lawrence Seaway, most of the current
freight traffic from the Great Lakes to east coast ports is destined for the ports of New York-New
Jersey and Norfolk, and to a lesser extent, to ports further south. This pattern is illustrated in
Exhibits 3 and 4, which show massive volumes of freight flowing from major centers in the Upper
Midwest and Great Lakes regions and East Coast ports. via rail and trucks, respectively. The
graphic covers only freight flows from the US portion of the Great Lakes region; total flows
including the Canadian side are considerably greater.
Opportunities for attracting these flows to the Northeast CanAm region include investment in the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Continental Gateway connecting Ontario, and Montréal
Atlantic Gateway linking Atlantic Canada and beyond
Transshipment from Ontario across New York and New England via highway and rail
(Southern East West connections) and Ontario to Québec to Nova Scotia through Maine
(Northern East-West connections)
Bi-national cooperation on border and trade issues
Developing a more seamless operation consisting of a network of short-line railroads

It is important to keep in mind that Exhibits 3 and 4 demonstrate only the existing freight flows on
the U.S. side from major Midwestern trade centers, including Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland to
the east coast via rail and highway. The US Dept. of Transportation, through its Freight Analysis
Framework (FAF2), has developed forecasts of truck and rail freight growth, as well as overall
road traffic growth, for these corridors to the year 2035. The forecasts are based on extrapolations
of current patterns, applying expected rates of economic growth. Not surprisingly, they show
extremely or impossibly congested traffic levels occurring on the most popular freight routes
within the next three decades. It is generally expected that Canadian routes will face similar
challenges in the future. In practical terms, this means increased costs of freight movement along
those routes, either through the costs of rising congestion delays, or through rising tolls that may
be imposed to control congestion growth. Either way, the problem of congestion delays and cost
increases point to a sobering set of long-term freight flow issues. Of course, those forecasts
assume that neither new route capacity nor new alternative port alternatives are developed.
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While there are significant long-term constraints to highway capacity expansion and port capacity
expansion to meet continuing demand growth over the next three decades, the concept of
developing alternative options for ports and trade routes can be realistic. Thus, additional routing
options for moving freight between the Great Lakes and cross-Atlantic destinations offered by the
Northeast CanAm region may become more attractive in the long-term, as practically inevitable
capacity limitations and congestion growth become increasingly problematic along the nowdominant highway and rail routings, and new, less congested alternatives will be required to
alleviate this growth hindrance.
Ultimately, the economic attractiveness of relying on alternative regional ports and ground access
routes will depend on a combination of factors, including: the commodity types, their origin
locations and ultimate destinations, differences in relative costs of shipment between them, and
differences in relative level-of-service available for those alternatives. Those issues will be
explored further in a subsequent report.

Exhibit 3: U.S. Rail Freight Flows between the Great Lakes Region & East Coast Ports, 2004

Source: Global Insight Inc.
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Exhibit 4: U.S. Truck Flows between the Great Lakes Region & East Coast Ports, 2004

Source: Global Insight Inc.

2.4

Become a Highway and Rail “Crossroads”

Establishing crossroads that facilitates both north-south and east-west trade lanes is critical to
establishing a transportation network that is capable of serving the needs of manufacturing and
other key industries such as agriculture, forestry, tourism, energy, and aircraft and auto
manufacturing. The crossroads can include: (1) inter-connections of highway routes, (2) interconnections of rail routes, and (3) intermodal connections between highway and rail routes. At the
present time, though, the region lacks such crossroads. As described in the Task 2 report (Section
4.1), the Northeast CanAm region has a good set of high speed highways and Class 1 railroad
services providing for north-south travel across the region from the US to Canada, yet comparable
east-west highway and rail services are limited to just one route north of the Canadian border.
There are several reasons why crossroads can be important for the Northeast CanAm region.

The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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•

First, there are large industrial centers on the periphery of the region (including Toronto,
Montreal and Buffalo to the west, and Boston, Portland, Halifax and Saint John to the
east), and the ability of those centers to grow is enhanced if they can utilize interconnections of north-south and east-west routes for travel in diagonal directions.

•

Second, the ability of key business sectors in smaller economic centers within or near the
region (such as Sherbrooke, Quebec City, Burlington and Rutland) lies, in part, on the
ability of businesses located there to have competitive transportation services and access to
markets in both north-south and east-west directions.

•

Third, logistics and warehousing centers tend to develop where there are highway or rail
crossroads or intermodal facilities in populated areas.

•

Fourth, transportation costs tend to drop and business activities tend to be attracted to areas
where there are services created to meet the demands of freight consolidation and
interchange.

Success associated with a crossroads strategy can already be found within the Northeast CanAm
region in Québec, where around Montreal there are well-developed multi-modal facilities
including rail lines, highways, and port facilities that are interconnected and work in a generally
complementary manner.
Exhibit 5 demonstrates that the creation of an east-west transportation corridor stretching from
New Brunswick across Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York and into Ontario creates a
web of crossroads by intersecting six US Interstates (I-81, I-87, I-89, I-91, I-93 and I-95) and
connecting to the 401 in Canada. In addition, investment in both east-west highways and rail
corridors would not only create crossroads but also create intermodal nodes that could potentially
spur both manufacturing and logistics based economic development opportunities in the Northeast
CanAm region as illustrated in Exhibit 6. The East-West corridor alignments in both of these
exhibits are conceptually drawn for illustrative purposes only. Possible alignments for this
corridor will be compared in terms costs and benefit during Task 4.
It is important to note that it is not necessary for highway routes to have four-lane divided
highway facilities in order to realize the potential “crossroads” benefits. In many locations in the
study area, a 3-lane highway, similar to Route 9 in eastern Maine, with limited access, wider
shoulders, and extensive passing lanes could be sufficient. Furthermore, having adequate telecom
infrastructure along with the improved highway and inter-modal facilities will play an important
role in the success of achieving the crossroads strategy, as they provide logistics- related industries
with vital prerequisites for continued operations and development.
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Exhibit 5: Example of Potential Crossroads Created by Investment in an East-West
Highway Corridor through the Northeast CanAm Region

Exhibit 6: Illustration of Possible Business Corridor Created by Intermodal Highway and
Rail Junctions
Expanded
opportunities
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It should also be noted here that there may be benefits associated with improved air service and
the opportunities for Intermodal connectivity hat could be realized as a result of development of an
East-West corridor through the study area. These will receive more attention under Task 4 of our
study program.

2.5

Nurture and Promote Regional Specialties

The Northeast CanAm region has numerous regional specialties that represent industries which are
currently or have the potential to serve as economic engines of growth. As noted in the Task 2
report (Section 2.3), currently large and newly emerging industries in the region include:
• Energy sector including petroleum refining and pipelines, as well as emerging wind power;
• Aircraft and transportation equipment manufacturing;
• Automotive manufacturing (in Ontario and New York);
• Forest and paper products;
• Environmental and green technologies; and
• Tourism including winter sports, coastal recreation, ecotourism and cultural venues.
Nearly all of these regional specialties are growth industries with major markets beyond the
region. This is most clearly the cast for the transportation equipment manufacturing and tourism
industries. Green energy and environmental technologies represent new growth opportunities.
Among this list, only the wood and paper products industry is facing stagnation and some decline
in the face of growing international competition, but even that industry can gain from an improved
competitive position due to improved trade connections and market access. Energy is key to the
future prosperity of Atlantic Canada. The expansion of gas pipelines for distribution to
population centers in the US Northeast is critical to the region’s continued growth. A strategy for
continuing the development of pipelines will be considered during the next phase of this study.
It is also notable that more direct and safer highway routes, as well as enhanced railroad services,
can help to reduce fuel use and reduce carbon emissions compared to existing conditions. In that
way, transportation improvements can potentially bring both environmental and economic benefits
that can enhance the attractiveness of the region as a place to live and locate a business.
Ultimately, capitalizing on CanAm’s specialties as well as growing the region’s share of
employment across all industrial sectors requires a regional approach in terms of both trade policy
and transportation networks. The ability of the region to advance this strategic direction will
facilitate the advancement of other strategic directions including addressing the “hollow middle”
problem by expanding intra-regional trade and creating greater export opportunities to increase
outward trade.

The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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2.6

Broader Regional and National Needs

The value of addressing the transportation infrastructure deficiencies and improving east-west
connections across the Northeast CanAm region extends far well beyond the region. There are
important benefits to the rest of the United States and Canada and these broader benefits should be
leverage in attempts to gain support and funding for the investments in the region. The broader
regional and national benefits fall into two categories:
(a) Expanding the Economic Benefit Area to Southern New England – “Reducing Choke
Points” Concept – The economic competitiveness and continued economic growth of the
southern New England states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut depend
critically upon the ability of incoming and outgoing goods to move between that region and
points in the Central and Great Lakes region. International trade from the southern New
England region also depends to a considerable extent, on access to international air and sea
gateways in New York City. Yet those movements to New York and points beyond, via both
truck and rail, are becoming increasingly capacity-constrained by the scarcity of Hudson River
crossings on the west side and the growing highway congestion in southwestern Connecticut
and the New York City region to the south. With limited options for east-west capacity growth
along those southern corridors, the economy of Southern New England, including the greater
Boston metro area, will be affected. Unless some way of reducing the choke points is
developed as an alternative route to points west, southern New England will face rising freight
costs and diminishing freight service levels that will likely compromise economic
competitiveness as well as capacity for economic growth. The Northeast CanAm Connections
can represent that escape valve.
(b) Expanding the Economic Benefit Area to Great Lakes States and Provinces- The “Trade
Routes” Concept – The economic competitiveness and continued economic growth of industry
in the Great Lakes region on both the Canadian and US sides, depends in part on that region’s
ability to provide goods to customers located in the northeast US and overseas. Yet the abovecited constraints in the New York and east coast port locales also affect freight movements
between the Great Lakes suppliers and customers in all of New England. New York City
region’s international airport and seaport facilities also function as major gateways for imports
and exports associated with the Great Lakes states. Yet the growing congestion and
limitations on future growth of those gateway facilities will also becomes more severe in the
next couple of decades and negatively affect economic growth in the Great Lakes region
unless alternative gateway port facilities are developed.
While the Port of Norfolk is gearing up to take on more of a role as an alternative gateway, it
is a longer distance from the Great Lakes region. Regional efficiency and productivity would
The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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be more enhanced by future development of trade routes and gateway alternatives that are on
a straight line between the Great Lakes and the Europe or the Mediterranean/Suez route by
minimizing travel distance to Northeast CanAm ports rather than focusing all freight on
movements to ports further south of New York. The Northeast CanAm Connections and
development of their associated seaports in New England, Québec, and Atlantic Canada could
potentially provide more efficient alternatives that are being sought to the south. There may
also be a significant cost advantage of making efficient use of currently under-utilized port and
rail facilities in the CanAm region, thereby avoiding marginal returns on investments in more
expensive capacity enhancement in already congested port areas.
3.0 Investments Necessary to Support the Strategic Directions
The magnitude and diversity of the challenges confronting the Northeast CanAm region require a
multi-faceted approach with recommendations that can address institutional, operational, and
infrastructure changes needed to improve the region’s transportation infrastructure to meet its
economic competitiveness needs. There is no single solution that addresses the region’s needs
related to achieving the strategies put forth in the previous section. Improving one aspect and not
the others will only partially address the needs and, in some cases, may even exacerbate the
negative impacts associated with freight movement.
Continuous and simultaneous
implementation of recommendations
addressing the institutional,
operational, and infrastructure
deficiencies or disadvantages in the
region is needed. Development of a
coordinated plan that selects and
prioritizes strategies in a manner that
allows the region to capitalize on
short term, relatively easy to
implement solutions while
organizing and planning for the
longer term investments is integral to
success.
The analysis of the potential benefits and costs arising from the recommendations will be
conducted in a later task. Based on the findings of this analysis, the recommendations will be
finalized.
3.1

Summary of Action Recommendations

The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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Altogether, eleven classes of actions have been identified that can help position the region to
pursue the six strategic directions. These actions can encompass all modes of transport, and can
be of relevance to all of the states and provinces in the Northeast CanAm region. Just as the six
strategic directions overlap and support each other, the eleven classes of actions also overlap and
support multiple strategies. The classes of actions are listed in the box below.

The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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Eleven Classes of Actions to Pursue the Six Strategic Directions
1. Invest in northern E-W highways connecting NS-NB-ME-QB;
2. Invest in southern E-W highways connecting NS-NB-ME-NH-VT-NY-ON;
3. Improve efficiency at border crossings through investment in infrastructure and
modifications of operational and institutional processes;
4. Harmonize truck weight regulations regionally;
5. Develop radial network within the region;
6. Invest in Atlantic Gateway;
7. Invest in Continental Gateway;
8. Invest in improvement of rail connections at ports targeting container traffic;
9. Develop inland port facilities (inter-modal centers linked to marine ports);
10. Invest in developing regional E-W rail network with good connections to Class 1 railroads;
and
11. Integrate economic development, land use, and transportation planning efforts

These actions encompass a combination of (a) capital improvements to some existing facilities,
(b) investment in some new transport facilities, (c) regulatory reforms, (d) service enhancements
and (e) improved coordination of some planning processes. When combined, they produce an
integrated, comprehensive, multi-modal solution to the region’s East-West access shortcomings.
Because of the macro level of the current study, the recommended actions are intended to be broad
and illustrative in nature and are not be specific to the point of identifying individual projects,
locations or investment specifics.

3.2

Linking Action Items to Strategic Directions

Exhibit 6 presents a summary of the initial recommendations for action, and their role in
supporting the strategic directions. Each of the eleven classes of action is classified as either
“directly supporting” (shown by a black oval) or “indirectly supporting” (shown by a gray oval)
each of the six strategic directions. These strategic directions encompass road, water, and rail
transportation modes. During Task 4, additional elements will be further developed to include air
freight and tourist travel.
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Exhibit 7: Summary of Initial Recommendations for Supporting the Strategic Directions for
the Northeast CanAm Region
Hollow
Middle

Expand
Exports

Great Lakes Develop
to Atlantic Crossroads
Gateway

Nurture
Regional
Industries

Broader
Strategies

Northern E-W highway –
connecting
NS-NB-ME-QB
Southern E-W highway
connecting NS-NB-MENH-VT-NY-ON
Improve efficiency at
border crossings
Harmonize truck weight
regulations regionally
Develop radial network
within the region
Invest in Atlantic
Gateway
Invest in Continental
Gateway
On-dock rail at ports
Develop inland ports
Quality regional E-W rail
network with good
connections to Class 1
Integrate economic
development, land use,
and transportation
planning efforts
Directly/
strongly supports
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4.0

Next Steps – Scenario Analysis

Pursuit of the six strategic directions presented in this report can potentially bring significant
regional economic development impacts to the Northeast CanAm region. Key factors that can
potentially drive economic development include the following:
•

Increasing business activity and attracting quality jobs by enlarging regional, national, and
international markets for the region’s manufacturing and tourism industries.

•

Increasing the international competitiveness and attractiveness of all parts of the region and
both nations by reducing the cost and increasing the service levels for freight shipments to
and from the region, and for visitors traveling to the region.

•

Improving the distribution of economic activity and income creation by spreading
economic growth to what are now economically lagging areas.

•

Improving the cost-effectiveness of national transportation networks by providing
congestion free alternatives to the most congested routes and port areas.

The next step in the study process involves conducting an assessment of the growth potential
associated with each of the strategic directions, through the development of future scenarios that
represent packages of actions. The preliminary scenarios are:
1. Seamless movement through the region – combining all recommended actions
This scenario includes improvements to the E-W highway connectivity, as well as rail
investments ensuring seamless double stack service from docks to Class 1 mainlines, and
efficient border crossing (removing regulatory/institutional bottlenecks) that currently
impede travel in the region.
2. Harmonize truck regulations – This scenario looks at the effects of harmonization of the
truck weight and size regulations throughout the region. It is going to consist of two
separately analyze cases: a) with infrastructure investment – E-W Highway (southern
alignment); and b) without infrastructure investment – E-W Highway.
3. Rail connectivity and service – This scenario combines the following regional rail
improvements: double stack service at the ports in the region; upgrading short lines for
seamless intermodal service connecting to Class 1 railroads; and intercity rail service.
4. Invest in Northern East-West highway across Maine connecting Atlantic Canada with
Quebec and points westward*.

The Wilbur Smith Associates Team
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5. Investment in Southern East-West highway across the states of Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont and New York*.
* Please note that both the Northern and Southern highway scenarios are assumed to be
complementary and supportive, and not in competition to, the Atlantic and Continental
Gateway efforts.
6. Development of an inter-connected radial network to support inland development
This scenario includes tying into the Atlantic and Continental Gateways; and developing
crossroads with inland port opportunities, and assumes implementation of the Southern EW Highway investment.
7. Seamless movement through the region – combining all recommended actions
This scenario includes improvements to the E-W highway connectivity, as well as rail
investments ensuring seamless double stack service from docks to Class 1 mainlines, and
efficient border crossing (removing regulatory/institutional bottlenecks) that currently
impede freight movement and passenger travel in the region.

A timeframe will be developed that distinguishes among actions for the short, medium, and long
term. Some preliminary cost estimates will be developed.
Following this predictive assessment, the study team will conduct a high level analysis of the
impacts, benefits and costs of pursuing recommendations associated with each scenario. The
recommendations will then be refined and presented in the final report.
The Next Steps
A joint report on Tasks 4 & 5 (Predictive and B/C Analyses) will be released during late Spring of
2008. Shortly thereafter, there will be a Management Committee Meeting followed by a Steering
Committee Meeting. The Task 4 & 5 scenarios will be refined and revised with input from these
meetings. The Task 6 Report, Financing Options, will then be completed and will be followed by
Committee Meetings to revise and adopt the final approach.
The agreed-upon CanAm Strategy will be presented at the annual meeting the New England
Governors and Canadian Premiers scheduled to be held in September of 2008 in Maine. After the
Governors and Premiers agree to the strategy, it will be taken on the road for comment by other
public and private stakeholders in the autumn of 2008. The final report will be prepared after this
final round of comments.
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